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Address Viomal S.A. 
Vatontas N. Artakis  
346 00 Artaki

Country Greece

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Production

Of course VIOMAL´s quality management system is certified according to the ISO 9002 standard, which verifies the excellent quality of its products.  
Packaging the finished products involves the use of cardboard boxes in order to ensure no damage to it during transport. 
The company´s storage capacity of spacer bars allows delivery times to be set with precision and in short times.

Capability

VIOMAL S.L. has the capability of an annual production of 40.000 linear meters per year in spacer bars. Corner-keys of polypropylene, which is also in
our production range, enable us to offer a complete solution to our clients.

Excellent Quality

VIOMAL S.A. is supplied with by ELVAL S.A.(VIOHALKO Group), which holds 50% of VIOMAL S.A. share capital. This ensures excellent quality and
timely delivery of the end product. 
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